
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
 

ANTIRUGGINE 
 

ANTIRUST PROTECTIVE FOR METALS 
 
 

CHEMICAL BASE 
BASE:     mixture of oils and antirust additives. 
ASPECT:                          amber liquid 
RESISTANCE TO TEMPERATURES:  130°C 
VISCOSITY AT 25°C                 : 20-50 cSt 
DILUBILITY                               : in solvent 
ODOUR                                     : Characteristics 
SELF LIFE                                 :24 months 
SILICONE FREE 
 

USE 
Antitrust Protective for: moulds, iron pieces. 
 

APPLICATIONS 
It is used as a protective for machines, moulds, and different tools or objects subjected to rust and that have to 
be stocked for long periods. 
 

ADVANTAGES: 
High protection against rust 
It ia a good “dewatering”; It eliminates water and humidity for the surfaces treated. 
This product pemits to stock moulds,finished pieces, pieces partially  worked,protecting them from rust even in 
humid places or in places subjected to atmospherical agents. It covers hermetically thin film of protective fluid 
the surfaces. 
 
 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: 
First of all it is very important to clean very well the metal surfaces to be treated with a specific metal cleaner 
such us METACLEAN. Spray it at 20 cm distance  let the product act and the air polimerized. 
It makes a oil film that it is easy to remove with normal solvents. 
 
 

MANUFACTURE 
cod. 10810/05   
spray aerosol ml 500    
box: 25 aerosols. 
 
The information and recommendations contained in this document is offered in good faith based on our current knowledge and belief accurate at the date of publication. Nothing herein is to 
be considered as a warranty, express or otherwise. In all cases, it is the responsability of the user to determine the applicability of such information or the suitability of any products for their 
own particular purpose with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Siliconi Commerciale’s sole warranty is that the products will meet its sales 
specification. The manufacturer cannot be held responsable in case of damages caused by incorrect use of the product.  
® indicates a Registered TradeMarks of Siliconi Commerciale. All Rights Reserved.   
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